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1 Executive summary
The project Illuminates is developing a first social ecosystem that is making all blockchain
advantages available. It will advance interaction between investors, freelancers, and startups.
The best solutions and instruments will be gathered within one platform to help professional
development and implementation of the most revolutionary ideas.

“We never rush for useless functionality. The project is created for people, it will be easy-to-use,
clear and available to everyone. Our team knows exactly what problems the crypto market and
the community are facing today and what are the challenges that investors and startups must
go through on different stages of project development.”

1. Executive summary

Vladimir Malyshkin, Founder Illuminates

The platform is being developed by the technology company Illuminates, that has more than ten
years of IT-services experience and since 2011 has been successfully engaged in the development and promotion of startups. Since 2017 the company has also been engaged in a number
of ICO projects. With all our experience we analyzed every twist and turn of this business, determined advantages of both centralized and decentralized solutions, and eventually came up with
a unique concept of the ecosystem, that would ensure effective interaction between all ICO
market and crypto community.
The platform will unite investors, funds, startups, and freelancers interested in working on particular projects and participating in ICO/ITO bounty campaigns, as well as official training centers,
co-working centers, specialized hubs, and charity organizations.
To ensure the effective operation of this system we issued our own LUM token. It has a limited
emission and is available for sale. Part of the commissions received will expire within the functioning of the ecosystem. Such an algorithm helps carry out complicated long-term tasks and
quick verification of results.
The key elements of the system will be personal data and files hashing, smart contracts with
oracles, load balancing and minimization of commissions due to the best configuration of
decentralized and centralized parts of the ecosystem.
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Introduction

In the past few years, blockchain technology has been applied to various areas of business and
is absolutely no longer an experimental field of some crypto enthusiasts. The blockchain is interesting for businesses and there is a clear tendency for technology to become deeply embedded
in many industries. Blockchain technology enables startups to avoid bureaucracy and collect
funds for the implementation of their ideas faster by launching initial coin offerings.
Current token issue and sale mainstream is attracting more and more people, while amounts of
investments increase every month. Experts expect world ICO market can grow 2,7-4 times in
2019 and reach $10-15 billion.

2. Introduction

It may safely be said that among various financing experiments there is a really revolutionary
emerging financial system spreading across the financial sector — the one that allowed startups
to reach global investors and make crowdfunding way more advanced.
There is indeed a large scale development of this industry and it needs instruments and mechanisms to systematize processes of startups promotion and investing, make them easier and
safer. While financial authorities of different countries only consider different ways to make
crypto investments secure, the team of Illuminates is already implementing an absolutely transparent mechanism that is able to prevent fraud and ensure the security of every market
member.

$10
Bill

$15
Bill
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3 State of market
We analyzed the state of the market and its specific aspects and we found out that most of the
people do not fully understand what blockchain is. Amid modern problems, such as wars,
corruption, unemployment, poor medicine quality, famine and environmental pollution new technologies are viewed like senseless naughtiness that does not help the society develop and solve
daily problems.
Misunderstanding and skepticism related to the implementation of new technologies in everyday life are bound to the fact that many projects use blockchain to solve non-existing problems
or to create solutions that cannot be implemented in practice.

3. State of market

The most acute problems of the blockchain-startup industry are:

Fraud
There are many cases of fraud or misinformation about projects with an aim to capture funds.
According to Wall Street Journal research, more than 20 % of all startups are trying to delude
investors by showing fake teams, promising guaranteed benefit without any grounds or stealing
someone’s concepts.
More than $1 billion was invested in such fraud startups. Satis Group consulting firm concluded
that about 81% of ICO turned out to be fraud, 11% gathered funds but did not manage to invest
them in further project development or did not manage to trade their tokens on cryptocurrency
exchanges. Only 8% of analyzed projects gathered funds and commercialized their tokens.
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3. State of market

Inaccessibility of true information for potential investors
The problem of investing in potentially beneficial, proper, unique projects is as acute as it has
never been before. Despite the accessibility of information about the project and the team,
presented profiles and official company jurisdictions do not guarantee sponsors’ bona fides. At
first sight, a well-packed project with some funds already invested can easily turn out to be
scum.

It’s costly to enter the market
Startup founders face many obstacles. The problem that is opposite to above mentioned is lack
of funds that new and promising projects have. As a rule fresh startuppers do not have enough
investments in their projects and do not know how to attract them. Today an ICO costs a lot,
especially if a professional team is hired. This means that many revolutionary ideas are to stay
unimplemented.

Lack of professionals
It is quite difficult for the founders of startups to assemble a professional team to work on the
project, all this is due to the fact that the blockchain industry is very young and there are not so
many specialists in it, and even fewer good specialists.
Agencies that provide turn-key ICOs use this market specificity, lack of professionals and overrate services they provide. Services of consultants also cost a lot and bring no real help other
than advising.
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Besides on the way to ICO a startup faces lots of questions and problems. Teams do not have
any practical knowledge and skills that would help to carry out ICO. They do not know how to
present their project in the most advantageous way, how to promote the project and how to react
in many important situations. Attracting an authoritative adviser is also an issue of exceptional
difficulty.

4 Solution
Every day we deal with the most up-to-date market problems so our team has clearly determined
the fact that the industry needs a holistic solution. A transparent and free of fraud decentralized
ecosystem is required to establish effective interaction between potential startup participants
and to increase the number of revolutionary blockchain-based business ideas.
All ICO participants are interested in mutually beneficial cooperation within the ecosystem. That
allows them to introduce their projects, collect funding, exchange information, learn new things
online and offline, attend business conferences, hire employees and offer their freelance
services on the platform.

4. Solution

There are currently hardly a few working multifunctional technical solutions on the cryptocurrency market. Solutions that provide tools to verify all potential crowdfunding participants right
from the start and ensure transparent access to projects and tasks and further accrual of tokens
that can be spent to book online courses, order development, and promotion services, attend
specialized conferences on the platform or purchase physical goods.
In this case, verification is the only way to filter out possible fraud, to check, review and evaluate
real professional background and the history of the activities of a particular investor, adviser,
startup owner or freelancer to improve mutual trust, effective ICO investing and successful
implementation of projects.
Today there are too many startups offering a blockchain-based solution and sometimes it is
simply not reasonable to implement blockchain technology in a particular business addressed
by a startup. As the result, we have a number of mainstream projects without any benefits.

“Illuminates project offers a complete rethink of this issue by using main advantages of blockchain technology (transparency, decentralized structure, and security) only if it is reasonable in
terms of economics and logic.
We are going to use our approach to change the current situation and enable investors to use their
resources fast, effective and safe, as well as provide them with the opportunity not to spend additional time and money on surplus technological solutions that will never help implement a particular project.”
Vladimir Malyshkin, Founder Illuminates
7

4.1 Illuminates ecosystem

4. Solution

The Illuminates is a unique tool to create trustworthy, transparent and comfortable relationships
between cryptocurrency market participants. In this part, we will describe the full functionality of
this project and its key advantages. In further sections, each point will be defined in more detail
together with the description of its technical implementation.
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4.2 Technical solution basis
Our technical solution is based on the universal application of the hashing process. It means
that a computing algorithm is applied to contents of every single file (document, genome file, GIF
image, video, etc.). This algorithm is creating a short line of symbols and after that, it is not possible to find out what was in the original data. It is possible to convert every data file into a line
of 64 symbols and it will be a unique identifier of a particular data file. Hash represents the exact
content of an original data file. If it is necessary to prove the content, the very same hashing
algorithm that gives the same hashing signature is applied if the file has not been edited. Hash
is a not very long set of symbols and that is why it is possible to include it in a blockchain-transaction as a text. As the result, we have a timestamp secured from any changes that confirms the
signature of a document.
Actually hash records the exact content of a particular data file into the blockchain and, thus,
blockchain becomes a document registry.

4. Solution

This process helps in solving the following tasks:

9

4.3 Functionality

The users of the Illuminates will get access to the following functionality:

4.3.1. Freelance marketplace

4. Solution

The freelance marketplace will provide everyone with a unique opportunity to gather a professional team of specialists for the implementation of any project. Every participant will be able to
find a necessary specialist, advisor or an independent expert using our embedded freelance
marketplace. This option will have a very important advantage -- it will be possible to check the
experience and rating of a chosen specialist. Each candidate registered on the platform will have
an experience history recorded into blockchain and an individual rating. At the same time, freelancers will have an opportunity to look for clients, prove their skills and experience. All user
profiles will be confirmed by other users.

4.3.2. Crowdfunding platform
For the first time ever corporations, venture funds, business angels and investors will get a guaranteed and secured access to a large pool of verified startups with detailed information about
team members and their experience. There is no risk of investing in fraud anymore. All projects
listed on the Illuminates platform will be verified so there is no need for investors to carry out due
diligence (full investigation of the project). When it is needed, investors will be able to attract
experts to help make a final decision - to invest in the project or not.
At the same time, startups will get the opportunity to attract necessary investments and find
those who will help implement a particular project. Freelancers, advisors, designers, translators
will receive a reward for their contribution to the project development.
Thanks to all the advantages of the platform founders of projects will be able to launch your project from the idea to its complete implementation. Platform`s infrastructure is designed to support them at each stage, from an expert review of their idea and to the needed financing. Project
developers will have a chance to meet a large audience of investors. What is also very important
is that all intellectual property rights will be stored and secured in the blockchain.
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4.3.3. Trading & LUM DEX Exchange
Lumen DEX is an advanced new-generation exchange build on the architecture of decentralized
P2P network.
Our investment and transaction platform will unite the most modern technologies. The whole
source code of the platform will be open and third-party control will be impossible. All private
keys from digital storages are controlled solely by their owners. High reliability and security are
guaranteed by a set of smart contracts that create a transparent payment system.

4. Solution

There will also be an embedded cyber security system to prevent hacker attacks. We will develop
a user-friendly interface that will be comfortable for both trading professionals and newcomers.
Investors will receive their income in LUM tokens. They will be able to exchange them for any
other currency right away on this cryptocurrency exchange.
The initial concept of the exchange will be implemented on Ethereum blockchain. Then we will
connect it to the cross-platform blockchain that will allow making cryptocurrency transactions
across different blockchains. We will use the latest developments of atomic swaps and ensure
the highest security and reliability of all transactions in the blockchain network using DPOS
algorithm.

4.3.4. Market Place Lumen
The marketplace will not only provide users with the basic opportunity to sell and buy goods and
services for tokens. It will also allow everyone to hold their online auctions, create their own
modules and additions to the existing software solutions, create and sell any smart solutions. It
will be possible to create online stores that meet all the modern industry requirements. This will
provide all suppliers of goods and services with the great opportunity to enter their products
directly on the international market. Mutual payments within the framework of the marketplace
will be carried out using local currency LUM. The currency can be purchased at any time on the
Lumen DEX exchange.

4.4 Participants of the platform
There can be a number of user types and roles on the platform. These are Investors, Investment
funds, Startups, ICO projects, Freelancers, Oracles (experts, “arbitrators”), Traders, Experts, Consultants, Bloggers, Partners: news agencies, event agencies, conferences, events, ICO trackers,
listings, co-working spaces, hubs, sellers on the marketplace.
11

4.4.1. Freelancers

4. Solution

They can take on the role of a client or investor and they can build teams in order to carry out a
project. Freelancers’ main need is to earn money by performing tasks that have been placed on
the marketplace. Those who want to improve oneself, earn more and advance their skills can
participate in tournaments and competitions, education projects (by studying or teaching) and
they can gain advantage from rating system (it increases buyer’s and other community participants’ trust). Users can write in their own discussion threads, help other freelancers or projects
with a piece of advice, act as an oracle (arbitrator or third party) in solving disputes between freelancers and clients. Freelancer is protected from non-payment with a registration system and
KYC. Besides, when a freelancer begins doing a job, the client’s funds can be frozen in order to
carry out a future payment. If a dispute arises contactors, as well as clients, can always address
independent arbitrators - oracles, who will review the correspondence data, goals set and results
achieved without knowing any personal information about the parties of the dispute. Then
oracles will make the objective decision on who has right.

4.4.2. Projects/Startups/ICO

These are teams of freelancers working on the Illuminates platform and teams that have been
formed before and then have joined the platform in order to:
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1

raise funds for a project implementation;

2

find new team participants among the Illuminates community;

3

find advisers or investors;

4

get lacking experience (store up the experience of carrying out specific tasks for their
project);

5

participate in educational projects;

6

to take part in tournaments and competitions with the aim to level up their skills and
get certain rating/trust for a future project presentation and investments attraction
by accomplishing tasks (of other projects) and get paid for that with tokens. Then
they can use these tokens to implement their own projects (for example to pay hired
specialists). They also create their goodwill and image to attract partners and investors.

4. Solution

4.4.3. Investors

First of all, these are investment funds and professional investors, but the functionality of the
platform also provides freelancers and startups to support other projects with investments,
sharing the belief in a project’s idea and backing it with money. Investors can unite in self-regulating organizations but beforehand they are to pay a deposit to a fund. Having united, they make
decisions about investments allocation to projects by voting. The more money an investor brings
to a fund, the more weight their vote has.

4.4.4. Funds

-

Individual unit funds - they make decisions on their own discretion.
They are subject to KYC and have to keep reports;
Investment funds;

4.4.5. Oracles

This type of Illuminates users is special. These are third parties, experts that evaluate the work
carried out by contractors and help resolve disputes related to the results of the work. They can
examine the results of the work carried out by contractors or other oracles, evaluate competitions. Oracles can apply for an advisor position starting the second level of the competition.
Oracles have different ranks. An oracle can have independent ranks: oracle rank and judge-rating.
13

Judge-rating of oracles:

Oracles from the middle level can receive a judge-rating. Judge-rating is charged only for evaluating contests. By doing so they increase their level of credibility (marks they put when making
the evaluation are then reviewed by other oracles). This credibility will allow oracle to prove his
qualification and to be able to give paid consultations, lead courses, increase their rate per hour
and have an opportunity to become an adviser.

4. Solution

What is taken into account when the judge-rating is credited to oracles:

-

The accuracy of a prognosis - the level of match between prognosis and the final project
place in the rating table (the criterion is applied to the first level of a tournament);
If the project an oracle judged to be successful turned out to be a successful one the oracle
is awarded a rank of junior judge. If an oracle’s judge-rank has decreased to junior he or she
judges in the sandbox again;

The rank of the oracle and the judge-rating are in no way interconnected: with the rank of the
oracle, its judge-rating can be any number, even junior.

Crediting trust rating to an oracle:
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the number of projects an oracle voted for that passed to further stages of the
competition;
the number of evaluated projects;
passionarity to a job of an adviser in projects.

4.4.6. Partners

4. Solution

Any interested projects / persons that may be useful to platform members are accepted for
partnership:

Сonferences

Official training centers;

Listings

Coworking;

Trackers

Specialized hubs;

News agencies

Charity organizations.

Types of accounts, available on the platform:

Clients

Partners

Contractors

Investors

Marketplace sellers;

Traders

Oracles

Consultants

Judges

Interaction within the platform will be recorded in blockchain and the story of participants interaction will be formed this way. Experience will be confirmed directly via completed tasks and
will be shown in the profile of every user.
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4.4.6. Partners

Why is the individual rating useful for each type of users:

Freelancers

the selection of qualified
contractors for their purposes
and building a strong team;

Investors
analysis of a project/startup, a team, a team’s aggregated experience, an experience of every team
member.

4. Solution

experience confirmation,
work, and skills record;

Startups

4.5 Safeness of the platform

The unique feature of Illuminates will be the blockchain database that ensures the recovery of
the whole information.
This is provided by the system of special events to track the task status (creation, implementation, etc.), as well as to evaluate the implementation of tasks and make ratings that are recorded
in the blockchain and are directly related to the unique user hash (that users receive after they
pass KYC). So, even if the whole web service is hacked and all information is deleted from a database stored on the server, users just have to pass KYC again to recover all their data. After a special parser (written in Python) is launched, all information related to a user will be recovered and
systemized in a convenient way so that a user will get easy access to it again.
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4.6. KYC hashing procedure

Illuminates allows to identify and record the user identity providing only the information that is
necessary for each particular service by carrying out the KYC procedure, which is one of the
methods to fight money laundering. KYC on the Illuminates platform means that banks will be
comfortable with working with the platform as it is legitimate and complies with anti-money
laundering rules.

4. Solution

Users should provide photo/scan of their personal ID, as well as their photo with the ID in their
hands to pass KYC. This information will be collected, transformed into the hash and recorded in
the blockchain by the neural network. A picture with the ID is necessary only for manually check
for the ownership of documents.
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A unique feature of such an approach is that if the data stored on the server is lost, users can just
send photo/scan of their document again and the whole information will be recovered. The
photo will be automatically processed by the neural network to retrieve user data and generate
hash again. This hash will be checked and compared to the original one. At the stage of the
neural network training it will be possible to request manually check of documents if the neural
network does not accept them and in this case, documents will be checked manually.
This innovative solution assumes that our service does not store copies of documents but only
retrieves information necessary for the transformation and then creates only a possibility to
check data authenticity.

5 Illuminates Freelance Marketplace
5.1 Categories of users and ratings
There are the following user categories to which the evaluation system is applied:

Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

Clients
- persons (Individuals and legal entities) interested in finding contractors to implement the
work they have.
Clients can also hire oracles to check the final work carried out by a contractor or to help
resolve disputes related to the results of the work, carried out by a contractor.
Clients do not get experience points and new ranks.
Clients can evaluate the work carried out by contractors by two criteria that influence the rank
of contractors.
Any type of users can be Clients and look for contractors to do particular tasks for them.
Oracles who act as clients cannot act as oracles for their own task and in case of disputes, they
have to go through the usual procedure of attracting an oracle, regardless of their rank.

Contractors
- persons (natural or legal), interested in carrying out work for clients.
After completing the task, contractors receive the following set of metrics, as well as estimates
from the oracle and the client:
The task execution time
- is the time spent on the task. In the contractor’s profile, there are two types of time spent on the
tasks - tasks with the participation of an oracle and tasks without an oracle.
Response speed rate
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- shows how fast a contractor responds to the messages from their client or the Oracle. To get a
100% rating, the contractor should reply in 12 hours or less. This rate is updated after each
completed task.

5.1 Categories of users and ratings
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Illuminates Freelance Marketplace
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Skill level
- the level of difficulty of the task. The difficulty level is determined by an oracle. Tasks without
oracle participation have difficulty level 1 by default. In total there are 3 levels of difficulty. The
greater the difficulty level of the task, the more experience the contractor will receive in case of
the successful implementation.

Oracle feedback
- positive or negative feedback about the contractor, left by an oracle after checking the work
performed. It does not depend directly on the status of the task. For example, the task can be
completed successfully, but the contractor can still receive negative feedback.
Quality
- the quality of the work performance is estimated by an oracle using a 10-point scale.
Deadline
- this aspect is also estimated by an oracle using a 10-point scale.
Cooperation
- the interaction and cooperation between the contractor and the client is estimated by the client
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5.1 Categories of users and ratings

Availability
- the availability of the completed task is estimated by the customer using a 10-point scale.
Successful tasks

Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

- counter of successfully completed tasks.

Based on the metrics mentioned above, the Success Rating is calculated.
In case the contractor fails to cope with the work and this is confirmed by oracles, the contractor receives a warning and no longer gets experience for completed tasks. Also such a contractor is listed below the contractors who have the Trainee rank in the list of recommended contractors. These limitations will last until 3 tasks are completed with the positive success rating.
If the contractor fails a second time, he or she receives a second warning, does not gain experience until 9 tasks are successfully completed with a positive successfully completes 9 tasks
are completed with a positive success rating and does not appear in the list of recommended
contractors (but such a contractor can still apply for the performance of the particular task). If
the contractor fails to complete the task for a third time - their account is banned in all Illuminates services.
Contractors get experience for each successfully completed task according to the following
formula:

1

2

T x SR = E
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3

1

T - time spent on the performance of the task (with an oracle). If there were no oracles - only 25% of time spent
on the performance of the task is taken into account.

2

SR - success rating. Success rating is counted based on the marks received for the performance of the task from
a client or an oracle; response speed rate, oracle feedback and skill rating (is selected by an oracle).

3

E - experience. It is necessary to get higher ranks.

5.1 Categories of users and ratings
After reaching a certain amount of experience, a contractor can get the higher rank.
Contractors have 5 ranks :

Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

Trainee
- the initial rank that a contractor acquires after registering on the platform.
All tasks in their category are available for Trainees.
When clients choose a contractor, Trainees are listed lower than other ranks, but higher than
4
those contractors
who failed to complete their task and have a special status, as well as do not
get any experience.
Trainees who passed the verification procedure, can write articles in cryptowiki. They can make
edits in articles posted by other users, but such edits will have a special “Trainee mark”. Also,
edits by Trainees that contain links to third-party resources will be checked by the administration and / or editors.
Trainee ranked users are free to use all platform functionality if this is not against the rules.

Junior
- is the next rank after Trainee. A contractor can increase the rank to Junior by gaining 1000
experience points while being ranked as a Trainee, and by having the average success rating of
5
at least 3.2. Besides, it is also necessary to pass the verification procedure.
Juniors are listed higher than Trainees in the list of contractors.
Junior ranked users are free to use all platform functionality if this is not against the rules.

Middle
- is the next rank after Junior. A contractor can increase the rank to Middle by gaining 2000
experience points while being ranked as a Junior, and by having the average success rating of
at least 3.6.
Middles are listed higher than lower ranks in the list of contractors.
Middle ranked users are free to use all platform functionality if this is not against the rules.
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4

Trainees who passed verification will be listed higher than trainees who have not passed verification.

5

A user will continue to gain the experience points without passing the verification procedure, but will not be able
to get higher ranks. If the user fulfills all the criteria necessary to get the higher rank (or several ranks), but does
not pass verification the user will receive the earned rank(s) after the verification is finally completed.

5.1 Categories of users and ratings
Senior
- is the next rank after Middle. A contractor can increase the rank to Senior by gaining 3500
experience points while being ranked as a Middle, and by having the average success rating of
at least 4.

Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

Senior contractors are listed higher than lower ranks in the list of contractors.
Senior ranked users are free to use all platform functionality if this is not against the rules.

Expert
- is the next rank after Senior. A contractor can increase the rank to Expert by gaining 5500
experience points while being ranked as a Senior, and by having the average success rating of
at least 4.5.
Expert contractors are listed higher than lower ranks in the list of contractors. Those Experts
6
who have higher success rating are listed are listed higher than other Experts.
Expert ranked users are free to use all platform functionality if this is not against the rules.
After getting the Expert rank, users no longer get experience points as contractors, but they can
increase their average success rating.
Users with the rank of Expert have the opportunity to become oracles and get the rank of
Newcomer Oracle.

If the average Success rating of a user with a rank above Junior decreases to 0.5+, the user
account falls under suspicion. This can lead to a decrease in rank and if the situation does not
change - to a complete blocking of the account.
The rank of a user and their Success rating are two main parameters that determine the listing
position of the contractor in the list of recommended contractors.

6
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A user ranked as Expert, with the average success rating of 4.52, will be listed lower than a contractor who has
the same rank but whose average success rating is 4.64.

5.1 Categories of users and ratings

User ranks
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5. Illuminates Freelance Marketplace
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Oracles
- is a special category of Illuminates users. These are third parties, experts that evaluate the
work of contractors and help resolve disputes related to the results of the work carried out by
contractors and other oracles.
Users should meet the following requirements to become oracles:

Those who have Expert rank as contractors can become oracles.

7

The user should complete tasks that have duration of at least 1000 working hours as a
contractor. 8
The user should make a special oracle deposit.

If these requirements are met, the contractor gets the rank of Newcomer Oracle. Newcomer
Oracle is the initial rank in the category of oracles. After that oracles can gain experience
points to get higher ranks.

7

The administration of the Illuminates platform reserves the right to add validated experts as oracles during
the 1st year of the platform’s operation. Oracles added by the administration will have the same status as other
oracles and will not have any advantages.
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8

Hours of work on the task with an oracle are taken into account by 100%. If an oracle was not selected for the
particular task, only 25% of tie is taken into account.

5. Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

5.1 Categories of users and ratings

Oracles get experience points after each successfully completed task. When calculating the
experience the following is taken into account:
Number of hours checked;
Average number of hours spent on the work;

System of oracles
Within the framework of the platform the oracles can evaluate the results of the work. The
types of oracles and the system of their ratings formation is explained below:
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5.1 Categories of users and ratings
There are 5 ranks of Oracles:

4

5

5. Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

3
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1

2

Legendary Oracle
Illuminating Oracle

Experienced Oracle
Intermediate Oracle

Newcomer Oracle

5.2 Blockchain-based system of experts experience evaluation
For each participant of the platform, when completing the task with an oracle, a smart contract
initiates the process and the Illuminates web service creates a report file with the result of the
work and evaluation made by expert and feedback on the involvement in the work from the
customer. The hash of this file is saved to the Illuminates centralized blockchain.

5. Illuminates Freelance Marketplace

5.3 Methods available in a contract of a task
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6 Tokenization on the Illuminates platform
6.1 Startups tokenization and ICO/ITO crowdfunding

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

ICO/ITO or STO as a way to attract investments have a number of advantages:
Thanks to the tokenization of projects, namely the release of tokens through smart contracts, it
becomes impossible to blur the company's shares and change the described and published
conditions of the issue of tokens: the number of tokens issued, sales rounds, distribution of
tokens and other obligations. The smart contract cannot be changed or tampered in any way:
the smart contract is created in advance, its source code is visible and the source code has
been officially opened. It is is stored in the blockchain as bytes. If the source code does not
provide smart contract authors with the opportunity to make any changes to the smart contract after it was uploaded to the network, then there’s no way such a contract will be changed
even by a person who has created it. Since Illuminates is engaged in the automated release of
smart contracts and they are uploaded to open access for each project, we guarantee that no
shares of projects (contracts) that use the functions and technologies of Illuminates, will be
blurred or changed, and that the founders will not be able to trade the team tokens before the
Token sale rounds are completed. This approach makes investing, project tracking and project
reporting simple and transparent.
The Illuminates platform is not only a crowdfunding platform, but also a freelance, marketing
marketplace. That’s why the more collected funds the projects will spend within the platform,
the more transparent will be the reporting and automation of reporting of the projects to their
investors. Projects will not be able to organize illicit contractual schemes for cheating prices or
paying for the services that weren’t provided, because all the money that will be spent on
services of expert, ready-made software solutions and project promotion will be recorded into
the blockchain. The information related to the terms of contracts, the cost of paid services will
be publicly available and everyone will be able to compare them to market prices for the same
kind of services. So, the projects will not be able to use the most common money laundering
scheme when their own development teams are involved in the project implementation and the
cost of the work is much higher than the reasonable cost. So, the work will be carried out by
verified and trusted contractors and experts within the the platform and the prices will be
transparent and reasonable.
In case money laundering schemes are detected on the platform, the Illuminates team will
work to eliminate such opportunities and improve the platform. The participants (contractors)
who are involved in illicit activities will have their bad reputation tied to their personal KYC
information, so it does not matter if they change their account - it will always be visible that
they have been engaged in illicit activities.
In the future, the Illuminates team will be engaged in developing relations with government
services, which will make it possible to exclude the possibility of creating a new account with a
new goodwill by changing state registration data (name, surname, citizenship).
For investors on the crypto market, the risks of their activities are higher, but the return on
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6.1 Startups tokenization and ICO/ITO crowdfunding

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

investment is also higher. Illuminates allows to issue security tokens (and will further develop
this functionality), that are actually shares. We thereby create a new generation of investment in
tokenized startup when an investor acquires not only tokens, but also real shares in the company. At the seed investment stage, when companies collect their first million, obtaining a share in
a company is also reasonable in the legal perspective. It opens the door for institutional investors who are not really interested in investing in tokens.
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Obtaining a share in a company is a completely transparent and understandable investment.
This investment model will be more interesting for investors, as their risks are lower, because
they receive not only the company's share, but also tokens, which gives them an additional asset
in the portfolio. Due to the fact that we will make very serious legal bindings, we can say that with
the help of our advisors, we will be able to attract the capital of non-cryptocurrency funds, the
largest European companies that today do not invest in cryptocurrency market because it is
risky. The lack of regulation on the market forces investors to take a waiting and conservative
position not because they are afraid of losing money, but because they are afraid of fines from
regulators who can take away their 10 year profits as a fine. That’s why we will create a technical
and legal binding within the framework of the platform and it will allow investors to act safely
without the risk to be fined by regulators. It means that we will be able to attract a large amount
of capital, new capital, which has not been on the crypto market before. Moreover, it is assumed
that legal entities can be engaged and we will attract partners who will carry out KYC and AML
of projects. Investors will be able to check whether the company really operates, and projects will
be able to sell the liquidity of their company - real shares along with tokens, especially at the
beginning.
The important advantage of tokenization is related to assets liquidity - it is much easier to trade
tokenized assets without brokers and intermediaries. And this is exactly what is implemented on
decentralized crypto exchanges, where trading powered by smart contracts is “automatic” and
takes place when the demand meets the supply. Illuminates is not only a cryptocurrency
exchange, so it provides an opportunity to buy assets issued within a particular ICO or not. One
can also put them up for sale and sell them on the exchange at any time. Such exchanges are
especially good for those who do not own big assets and do not have access to the stock market
in the non-digital world. It’s much easier in the crypto world as there are no long registrations and
paper bureaucracy. Everyone can simply put tokens for sale at a market price. Unlike other
crowdfunding platforms, the liquidity is higher due to the fact that the owner is not limited to
using assets only within the framework of the platform where they were invested. It is also possible to exchange and sell assets on the cryptocurrency exchange. This is a really good bargain for
startups in terms of the availability of assets, their high liquidity and low barrier of entry - it is
much easier to technically and legally make investments. If the projects are implemented on the
blockchain and tokenized, then the company that issues the assets cannot issue more assets, in
contrast to the real world where the issue of assets is displayed only on paper, and it is rather
difficult to check if the shares really exist. In Illuminates concept the shares are displayed in
tokens and included in the conditions of the smart contract, which means they cannot be
amended.

6.1 Startups tokenization and ICO/ITO crowdfunding

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

Illuminates is a convenient platform for portfolio asset management. The platform will unite a
number of projects from completely different industries, with any risk indicators, growth potential, terms and financial indicators of payback and profitability. This is especially relevant for
strategic investing and is suitable for both a conservative investor and a gambler, venture
capital fund, etc. In the crypto world it is already easier to diversify, and the one centralized
platform with a clear interface, transparent and reported activities (for e.g. reports of funds and
shares issued by them) makes it even more convenient. Funds will decide where to invest more
professionally and more carefully.
The platform users are free to decide whether they invest in a startup or in a fund, but the
difference is that the funds have absolutely transparent reporting. Funds regularly provide
reports, the performance of funds is clear. Those who aren’t professional investors yet do not
need any special knowledge and skills, it will be possible to simply invest in tokenized funds.
Competitions and reports, experts feedback about the startups will help investors who have
not really a lot of experience yet be fully informed. There is no need in being a professional in
programming, marketing, etc to make reasonable investment decisions. Investors will be able
to choose the best or the most interesting idea based on the feedback of experts or pick the
winners of competitions. will be able to choose their favorite idea, which was highly appreciated by experts from the point of view of their technical, marketing and economic justifications
or the leader of tournament competitions and invest directly in them. So it’s much easier and
understandable to buy and sell assets, determine risks, etc., that it is on the IPO market.
Another advantage of tokenization is that cryptocurrencies are available all over the world. It is
possible to buy them in any place (having passed KYC). The market is global, the cryptocurrencies are popular, and their rates will increase. Yes, there are certain limitations on crypto assets
in some countries and it is possible that the user identification will soon be required when
working with cryptocurrencies and maybe the taxation will be introduced. But still crypto investments are much easier to make if compared to usual investments. There are no commissions,
no limits related to the amount of assets transferred.
Tokenization of projects on the platform will allow to standardize the industry. We will be able
to develop and introduce the unified system of reporting, presenting and running projects, that
can be used outside the platform. Today all platforms have different interface, functionality,
reporting requirements. Illuminates will introduce the unified metrics and evaluation criteria for
each and every project. There will be the unified navigation within the framework of the platform and it will be applied to.different products and to standardized projects (for example for
funds, startups, ICOs, etc.). We’ll also be gradually engaged in standardization in other areas.
Reporting and performance of every fund, assets of finds, their expenses, revenue, team - the
whole presentation of projects will be standardized. A user can learn everything about how to
review projects just once, as everything will be standardized and clear. So it will be much
easier for users to make decisions related to making investments. It also provides the opportunity to invest in any project all around the world that are engaged in any activity, and have
access to your own funds at any time and in.any place.
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6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

6.1 Startups tokenization and ICO/ITO crowdfunding
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The platform will attract lawyers, service providers and the platform will provide services for
the issue of both usual tokens, as well a security tokens. Illuminates will be engaged in legal
assistance for funds and startups related to the establishment of their legal entities that will
manage cryptocurrency with a license and submit reports in the prescribed form. We will work
with crypto banks, if necessary, we will create our own bank and will be able to help/issue
security tokens for startups. This means that the investor of such projects will receive not only
tokens, but also a real documents of the company and the company will be legally responsible
for these assets. Thanks to the existing legal solutions that allow funds registered in countries
where cryptocurrency trading is prohibited, invest in security tokens absolutely officially, we will
expand the market by attracting such funds and solutions to the platform. We can make these
assets legal not only in the cryptocurrency scope, but also in the real workflow field. Companies that buy or sell these assets will be legally protected: security tokens are real assets
issued by a real company that conducts transparent operations, reports to investors, carries
risks or penalties if the project is not implemented or the owners lose funds, show balance and
cash flow. If they want, the projects can prove to the third party their quarterly reports that will
be used to make the statistics of their activity. This is rather relevant for crypto funds
(especially in countries where the STO is popular).
The platform will open new jurisdictions of activity. A set of interfaces will be created that will
allow to start projects and conduct activities in new jurisdictions as remotely as possible.

6.1.1 Token contract creation:

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

6.1.2 Creation of the coin selling contract
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After having entered this information, a user can immediately deploy a contract via MetaMask
or they can get a bytecode of a compiled contract and later get .json file with a contract’s
interface.

6.1.3 Tournaments on the platform:

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

Provided that a freelancer has Trainee level, they can take part in tournaments. In order to be
qualified for a tournament one has to pass KYC. A tournament has four levels, you can start
from any level. Every level is judged by different judges who have suitable rank and qualification for competition projects evaluation. Oracles who have Junior rank (Intermediate Oracle) or
a higher rank can judge tournaments. Within the framework of a platform tournaments’ judges
are called Judge Oracle. After a competition has been finished, oracles’ work is being evaluated.

Competition levels
Level 1. “Sandbox”
Cost of participation:

100 $ (in LUM equivalent)

Prize money:

Sum of participants’ contribution fees minus oracle’s fee + 1% from
participants’ deposit is contributed by the Illuminates platform.

Participation
conditions:

- brand-code
- one pager (can be created via embedded generator or it is possible
to download a ready one)
- landing page
- video (optional)

There are no prize deposits from funds and investors on the first level of a competition. On this
stage there are expected to be up to 30% of winners from all participants. ‘Sandbox’ level works
are evaluated by 5 oracles; one (every) work is evaluated by two randomly chosen oracles.
Oracles’ fee is 10% from the prize fund. If oracles do not agree to judge a tournament for 10%
(if there are not enough participants to form a prize fund which 10% would be suitable for
oracles), then oracles’ fee rises to 20%. If they are still not ready to evaluate works for 20% the
competition is not organized.
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6.1.3 Competitions on the platform:

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

Level 2. “Rising Star”
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Cost of participation:

2 000 $ (in LUM equivalent)

Prize money:

Sum of participants’ contribution fees minus oracle’s fee + 200 000 $
seed investments (in LUM equivalent)

Funds allocation:

Prize place - whole sum of the soft cap. If there are several winners,
they get 5% for each competitor, but no more than 100% of the soft
cup.

Participation
conditions:

- smart-contract
- white paper
- Investor`s cabinet

Winning projects donate 2000$ in equal amount of their tokens to losing projects. Each work is
reviewed by 3 out of 5 oracles. At this stage investments are provided by the “Rising Star” fund.
Oracles of the middle level carry out judgement, their fee equals to 20% of the prize fund.

6.1.3 Competitions on the platform:

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

Level 3. “Pre ICO”
Cost of participation:

10 000 $ (in LUM equivalent)

Prize money:

Maximum amount of investments - 1 000 000 $

Funds allocation:

50 000 $ for each competitor, but not more than the sum declared
in tokens’ emission.

Participation
conditions:

- MVP
- Marketing plan
- Expenses report

Judgement is carried out by the oracles of senior level, their fee equals to 30% from the prize
fund.

Level 4. “Open investments/Venture Capitalists”
Cost of participation:

50 000 $ (in LUM equivalent).

Projects are listed on the website like on the ICO listing and every user of the platform (fund,
investor, freelancer, oracle) can invest in any project. Information about the projects, investments collected earlier, oracles who judged them and projects ratings is also available.
On this stage oracles have an opportunity to suggest being an adviser in the project they voted
for. If the parties agree smart-contract is created which describe all conditions of cooperation.
Maximum number of projects where an oracle can act as an adviser - 10.
Advisor’s fee depends on oracle’s rank: junior - 1%, middle - 2%, senior - 3%.
Competitions of the month are also planned. It is judged by at least 100 experts, each project is
evaluated by 10 experts.
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6.1.4 Reporting requirements for startups:

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

As projects move further in the competition they are to provide full reports on how the funds
(collected as investments) have been used. There is no strict financial reporting for the prize
fund. Investors can invest in any project they like from the second level of a competition. As
soon as a project collects (on any stage of a competition) 100% of the soft cap it needs the
project leaves the competition.

6.2 Tokenized investment funds

Tokenized funds solve several important problems that traditional funds often face - liquidity,
high barrier of entry and transparency. Investors can at any time sell their tokens on the
exchange. Tokenized funds are much more efficient than traditional ones, since their transactional and operational costs are much lower. The cost of the token is incomparably lower than
the average cost of a traditional fund unit. All fund operations are easily tracked inside the
Illuminates platform.

6.2.1 Open-end investment fund
This type of funds will allow investors to purchase or sell investment shares directly from the
fund. In return the fund will give shares to investors. Investors can sell these shares back any
time at market price, depending on the performance of the fund. This approach enables the
fund to permanently increase liquidity and allows investors to sell shares at any time.

6.2.2 Closed-end investment fund
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These funds will attract capital only once. As soon as the funds are attracted and the capital is
formed, the fund will issue a fixed number of tokens that will be allocated among investors in
proportion to funds they invested. After capital accumulation and collection of assets is completed, tokens will be transferred to platform`s cryptocurrency exchange. The fund will pay
dividends to token holders based on the profitability within a time period determined in
advance.

6.2.3 Venture capital fund

The Illuminates platform allows to create venture capital funds for any activity. The first step
will be the issue of shares and their distribution among investors. Then the project will be
tokenized and tokens will be allocated among investors in the same proportion as shares of a
project/company. Initially it will be implemented through the partner Blockbank (https://theblock-bank.com) and later also through other providers.

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

6.2.4 Charity fund

The Illuminates platform allows users to create not only investment funds but also charity
funds.
The main advantage of a blockchain-based charity organization is its transparency and
accountability. Every user can control how the fund manages its expenses. All information is
open and everyone can access it at any time. Every user can check the type of charity activities
and the amount of financing.
The charity fund can accept donations from all over the world without any limitations. Every
token holder can donate to any fund from any spot of the world.

6.2.5 Generator of futures smart contracts for funds

A futures contract will be generated based on a condition determined by a user who wants to
generate the contract. This condition will be pegged against coins/shares of the fund.
The system will offer several types of conditions for smart contracts that will be tied to the
price, number, etc. of tokens/shares. In terms of technical implementation, there will be a basic
contract and a pack of special add-ins for different kinds of conditions (templates). The most
suitable option will be selected and after that the contract will be automatically deployed to the
network.
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6.2.6 Reporting requirements for funds

To provide each user and member with access to our core values — openness, honesty, and
safety of use; each fund will subject to the rules for reporting their activities within the specific
period of time. All information will be publicly available, and will indicate the professionalism
and experience of a particular fund.

6. Tokenization on the Illuminates platform

6.3 Tokenization of real economy sector enterprises

The Illuminates platform provides the opportunity to create tokens (digital copies) of real
assets. Tokens (Token Generating Event – TGE procedure) for the enterprises of the real economy sector are issued on the platform. All legal and accounting requirements will be met.

6.3.1 Types of smart contracts for different tokens

-

Smart contract of the cryptocurrency exchange (includes two types: controller and bank)
Smart contract of the task for the freelance marketplace
Smart contract for the online store and the auction (analogue of the account)
Smart contract of the ERC20 token (procurement for contract aggregator)
Smart contract for the sale of the token (procurement for contract aggregator)

6.3.2 Reporting requirements for enterprises
Every user who wants to join the platform should pass KYC to be able to use the Illuminates
ecosystem safely and equally. This rule is also applied to enterprises in the similar way that it is
applied to funds (article 6.2.6). All the documents of the enterprises will be checked.
After KYC is passed, the enterprises will have to submit periodic reports (about their plans,
actual results, mistakes and how they are going to fix them) within a certain period of time.
These reports will be public.
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7 Trading on Illuminates
7.1 Centralized exchange for cross blockchain trading
The Illuminates ecosystem includes the centralized exchange that allows its participants to
trade and exchange not only crypto currencies but also fiat-crypto pairs that can be individually
configured in the user account.

7. Trading on Illuminates

7.2 DEX ERC20 exchange

The exchange is implemented on the ether blockchain for trading in ERC20 tokens. Exchange
consists of 2 logical contracts: “bank” + controller (which are interconnected and management
of bank contract is available to the controller only). “Bank” - stores user funds and has the
following methods for interacting:

Ether / Token Deposit;
Ether / Token Withdraw;
Balance (active for withdraw and “frozen” (in orders)).

Сontroller - managing contract, which implement orders installation, trading and communicating with the bank’s contract to change trading balance. It has the following methods for
interacting:
Oder installation;
Order Cancellation;
Information about status of the order (activity, fullness);
Trading
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7.2 DEX ERC20 exchange
Trading is initiated from the exchange's wallet, and only from it, in order to protect users (in the
contract itself there is a full cycle of input data check for maximum autonomy, as well as
protection of the contract from loss of access to the exchange wallet). Trading orders are
selected using special python parsers that maintain the authenticity of the information in the
server database, after authenticating the information, another program written in python
selects orders and sends transactions to the blockchain on controller’s contract which already
updates information in the bank’s contract, which sends special events to the blockchain,
which are tracked by the parsers and then get into the database with the status — verify.

7. Trading on Illuminates

Such solution architecture will allow without migrating funds to add new functionality by
replacing the controller contract and updating the record about it in the bank contract at any
time.
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7.3 Tools for professional traders

7.3 Tools for professional traders
Trading instruments
Trading signals, strategies and recommendations from professional traders sent exclusively to
users of the platform. Based on the experience of experts, users make their own decision on
cryptocurrencies trading.

7. Trading on Illuminates

Investment pools
Investment portfolios formed by experienced managers selected on the basis of platform
recommendations and user voting ratings. The user of the platform can make a contribution to
trust management, in order to increase capital.

Analytics
Analytical reviews about market of cryptoassets and blockchain projects reports sent to platform users from experienced experts. Based on reviews, users can find the most profitable
and correct investment decision.

Educational materials
Blockchain technology knowledge library for beginners and experts with constant updates and
additions. Books, articles and other materials in the public access to increase knowledge.

Collective forecasting
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Forecasting of the cryptocurrency course and other analytical opinions based on the conclusion of the average estimate from collecting data on the all participants answers. A unique
tool for making decisions in self-trading or investing.

7.3.1 Trader’s backoffice

In it, each user will be able to change and set up preferences specifically for their needs and
organize trading in the most comfortable way for themselves.

7. Trading on Illuminates

Each user will have access to:

-

Currency pair
Trading history
Current stock pricing in real time
Order book
Cryptocurrency buy/sell functions

7.3.2 Crypto-wallet

There will be a section inside the personal account, where each user can connect the required
number of wallets for convenient and secure trading on our ecosystem.

7.3.3 Analytical tools

Using the API interface on the Illuminates Exchange, the most up-to-date information from the
trading world will be displayed so that each user can make a real-time trading and track / make
adjustments to his trading strategy as safely and conveniently as possible.
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8 Illuminates Marketplace
Platform users will be able to sell their products, services, development or applications, extensions, expose goods in the store, sell tickets to events and place ads.

8. Marketplace Illuminates

8.1 Advertisement board

On the platform will be organized a special advertisement board. With the ability to generate
own smart contract for specific task, for example: the user wants to provide access to some
information for certain fee, to automate this process - will be generated a smart contract,
which will provide access to needed information by itself to a user who will pay the specified
fee, funds will be automatically transferred to the account of ad owner, either as directed by
the ad owner, funds will be stored on the contract until they will be withdrawn in manual order.

8.2 App and Game Store

Analog app store and google play market, with rating system (as in similar platforms), convenient and customizable payment system (tokens|ether / tokens + ether). For automation will
also be generated a smart contract, which will be similar to that described in the paragraph
above, in the contract will be stored keys for unblocking of a product and as well will be issued
automatically after payment.

8.3 Software store
A kind of github analog, but with a user-friendly interface, for a user not acquainted with
programming there will be no need to delve into the software part, moreover, there will be an
opportunity test the product inside the system, and decide whether this solution will be suitable for specific user needs or not. To purchase a solution will be used the contract described
in paragraph 8.2.
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8.4 Internet auctions

Based on smart contracts that will be generated automatically, there will be a need to fill in the
fields:
Time-frame
Reserve / non-reserve
Product description
Currency for payment

8. Marketplace Illuminates

Date and time of sale start
After that, the contract will be published in the network and bidding will begin at a specified
time.
In the case when a digital asset is set as an auction item, then at the end of the auction, information for access to the product will be available to the person who indicated the highest price
(keys to unblock a product etc.). In the case, if real goods are set for an auction, in the blockchain will be sent a special event with information on the auction date, the price indicated by
the auction winner, information about the winner ( which will be encrypted - formed hash,
which will be saved into a blockchain and will be available for review in the event of a dispute).
If necessary it will be possible to verify the authenticity of the winner’s data by means of a
smart contract to resolve possible disputes.

8.5 Online store builder
Each user will be able to create their own store, by customizing the templates that the platform
provides, then fill it with own goods. The method of payment for goods can be customized (
certain tokens + ether / ether / certain tokens). For implementation will be used generated
smart contract in case of digital assets ( transfer access key etc.). In the case of buying real
goods in the blockchain will be sent a special event with information on the date of payment,
amount of payment, information about the customer ( which will be encrypted - formed hash,
which will be saved into a blockchain and will be available for review in the event of a dispute)
and about the sender, information about the product will also be encrypted to maintain confi9
dentiality. If necessary it will be possible to verify the authenticity
of customer data and information about a product to resolve possible disputes.
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9

After receiving the goods, the deal will need to be closed, otherwise 14 days after receiving the goods and if
the customer doesn't have complaints about the goods, the deal will be closed automatically.

9 Illuminates social network

9. Illuminates social media

Thanks to integrated social media {M5} on our platform each user will receive access and will
be able:

Communicate with other users via chat, comments and reposts and special dedicated
application (messenger) {M1}
Write own blog/stream increasing in this way competence and recognition from other users
{M3}
Find like-minded person and future business partners;
Use unique emoji
Publish and create unique content, which could be shared with huge community {M6}

User’s profile page will consists of: {M}
Menu
Information about user: photo, biography, interests
Experience and skills description
Rating and rank
Level of expertise in specific domain.
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9. Illuminates social media
Menu functionality:
Account preferences (access, themes, confidentiality)
Link to chat
Feedback and notification
Newsfeed
Link to integrated wallet {M2}
Search bar

9. Illuminates social media

“My groups” section
“My Friends” section.
Additional functionality:
Provide video consulting {M4}
Likes
In a year among Lumen tokens holders will conducted DAO poll about adding paid advertisement.

9.1 Accounts
Single profile for all types of activity inside Illuminates ecosystem.

Membership area preferences:
Membership area customization
Security preferences
Notification
Page address
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Blacklist

9.2 Messenger
Application designed to provide users use instant messages and information exchange 24/7.
Will be available in App Store/Google Play and web и в веб версии на платформе Illuminates.
Messenger will all usual functionality for communication: chats, group chats, files transfer, geolocation, calls via internet. Cloud storage in which you can upload pictures, documents and other
files. Uniques future of the messenger is ability to hash (in case of communication between customer and contractor) and storing data into blockchain. This functionality could be used to
resolve any disputes in the future.

9. Illuminates social media

9.3 Online video streaming

Standalone service, which provides users ability to conduct video conferences and online
broadcasting with built in chat. Video translation could aimed to attract public, promo campaigns, startup presentation, webinars etc. Will be implemented ability to conduct joint video
translation with certain expert.
As part of this service it is possible to conduct commercial video consulting: user can acts as
consulter or order consulting. In case of conducting video consulting user can teach anybody
at specified rate. To conduct commercial consulting user must fulfill requirements regarding
confirmed skills, completed tasks, rating and feedback. Users can order individual consulting
or connect to online consultation.

9.4 Social network

Social network Illuminates allows users to exchange data, express opinion, share information
and files.
Information about user and his professional achievements (blockchain reputation as an
expert) will be displayed at the user’s page. With KYC implemented with blockchain technology
platform realizes uniques innovation.
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After passing KYC procedure user’s personal data will be used for creation unique blockchain
hash identifier, which will be used as marker for all user’s works on the platform (where he act
as contractor, customer, startups creator, investor or store creator.

Any user can create public page which other users can follow, this will allow to form various
communities on the platform.
Publication from friends and followed public pages will be aggregated into newsfeed and will
be displayed at the dedicated page. User can comment publication and give it positive or
negative rate (only if user passed KYC)
Social media will have functionality for messaging, news publishing, personal blogging. In
addition on the platform will be implemented messenger functionality (9.2 messenger) which
will in future have functionality for video calls and conferences.

9. Illuminates social media

Each user will have personal page where some information will filled by user optionally and
information filled by platform after KYC. Information filled by platform could not be changed
and based on user’s achievements on the platform. It will be represented in a form of list with
skills and their levels (which could be increased at freelance marketplace Illuminates)
Initially if user wants to confirm any skill user can, inside the platform, take test. Test results
will account for skill conformation. If user deleted old account and wants to create new, then
after passing KYC all history of the old account will be connected to the new one.
KYC procedure is not mandatory but user which did not passed KYC will receive “Unverified”
status. In this case user’s activity history will be collected but not displayed until user passes
KYC.

9.5 CryptoWiki
Resource base that provides new members access to the database of articles and publications. Information that has already been installed and recognized should be entered into “CryptoWiki” . In other words, the article should not be a “platform” for placing anyone's own ideas,
theories, research, inventions, personal opinions, assessments of anything, critics, etc. Information in the articles, which, most likely , will be questioned, requires references to reputable
sources.
CryptoWiki is a powerful, scalable, functionally developed wiki software implementation that
uses PHP to process and display information stored in its own MySQL database.
Wikitext is used on the pages, so users who are not familiar with HTML and CSS can easily
edit them.
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10 Lumen (LUM) Token
It will be the internal unit of payment for all ecosystem services. ERC 777 standard was
chosen to create a token

Token Model
Commission

10. Token Lumen (LUM)

LUM

10.1 LUM Specifications
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Standart - ERC 777

Token starting price - $0,1

Token name - Lumen

Emission - 160,000,000 LUM

Symbol - LUM

10.2 LUM growth driver
With each movement of tokens from one account to another, as well as between platform
services, a certain percentage of tokens will be burned to support the growth of the value of
the coin.

10.3 Token allocation

10. Token Lumen (LUM)

The total emission of Illuminates tokens will be equal to 160,000,000 LUM tokens, which will
be divided in the following proportions:
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76% - Crowdsale - 121,600,000 LUM
18% - Team & advisors - 28,800,000 LUM
2.87% - Treasury (foundation) - 1528490 LUM
3,13% - Bonus - 5,008,000 LUM

11 Details of the Token Sales
Token sale round 1 - the very first stage of the crowdsale, at this stage provides the most
favorable price for LUM tokens and special bonuses.

11.1 Token sale round 1
A total of three crowdsale stages are planned

11. Details and stages of the ICO

Token sale round 1
Token sale round 2
Token sale round 3
Each of the stages will be held according to special rules.

11.1.1 Token sale round 1
Token sale round 1 - the very first stage of the crowdsale, at this stage provides the most
favorable price for LUM tokens and special bonuses.
PreSale Details
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Hard cap - $1 200 000 / 12 000 000 LUM
Token starting price - $0,1

Unsold tokens will be transferred to Treasury with Locked by 1 year
The minimum investment is - $1

11.1.2 Token sale round 1 bonuses

11. Details and stages of the ICO

The most profitable bonuses at this stage are intended for early investors.
In total there will be two types of bonuses - bonus tokens for the purchase and the percentage
of start-up assets tokenized on the platform.

Purchase bonus tokens:

0 - 600 000 tokens sold on Token sale round 1 - each user will receive 100%
bonus tokens
600 001 - 1 200 000 tokens sold on Token sale round 1 - each user will receive 75%
bonus tokens
1 200 001 - 1 800 000 tokens sold on Token sale round 1 - each user will receive 50%
bonus tokens
1 800 001 - 2 400 000 tokens sold on Token sale round 1 - each user will receive 25%
bonus tokens

11.1.3 Token sale round 2
Token sale round 2 is the second crowdsale stage, at this stage the price of one LUM will be
increased by $ 0.01 after selling tokens for every $ 600,000.
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Details Pre ICO
Hard cap - 46600000 LUM
Starting token price - $0,12
Maximum price of a token - $0,22
Price increase step - $600 000
Unsold tokens will be transferred to Fundation with Locked by 1 year

11. Details and stages of the ICO

The minimum investment is $ 1.

11.1.4 Token sale round 3
Token sale round 3 - the last stage of crowdsale, this stage will be divided into 3 sub stages.
Each sub stage of the token sale round 3 will last 21 days. Every day, 1,000,000 LUM will be
sold on auction. Auction will work as follow - at the end of each 23 hour period, a set number
of LUM tokens will be distributed pro rata amongst all authorized purchasers, based on a total
ETH contributed during those periods, respectively, as follows:
Number of LUM tokens distributed to an authorized purchaser = A*(B/C)
A - Total ETH contributed by an authorized purchaser, during the period.
B - Total number of LUM tokens available for distribution in the period.
C - Total ETH contributed by all authorized purchasers during the period.

ICO Details
Hard cap - $undefined / 63 000 000 LUM;
Soft cap - undefined.

11.2 Distribution of funds
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The funds received from the sale of tokens will be used to develop the existing marketing
campaign and to improve technologies for the most convenient and safe use of the by all
participants.

12 Road map
Stage 1: Before selling first equity

12. Road map

Release 1: Minimum Viable Product (MVP) (before equity sales starts)
1st of March
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Stage 2: 4 months after first equity sales

12. Road map

Release 2: Beta release of all major components of the ecosystem
(4 months after first equity sales after MVP release)
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12. Road map

Release 3: Release of additional system services
(9 months after ICO Round 1)

-
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Transfer of all systems and system tokens to a new blockchain

12.1 Used technologies

To implement the Illuminates ecosystem and its harmonious functioning, we decided that we
would begin to implement it with the help of the Django Framework, PostgreSQL. The combination of these technologies will allow us to take full advantage of their main advantages at the
initial stage, and to make changes without loss after the implementation of the ecosystem.

12.1.1 Django Framework

12. Road map

The Django Framework is a free and open source web application written in Python.

Django is a high-level web infrastructure designed for the rapid development
of web projects.
Django is the best solution for creating an MVP that can be built further because it is fully
functional, right out of the box. This means that it already includes all the necessary tools to
create any additional functions for the product.
Django offers one of the best levels of security frameworks currently available, ensuring
project security.
Django is great for projects with a high load, given that the approach to implementation is
performed correctly. Together with other technologies, such as Memcached, Redis, etc.,
fast page loading and fast data processing can be achieved.
Django applications are configured to store data in a lightweight SQLite database file by
default. For the project, we will use the PostgreSQL distributed database.
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12.1.2 PostgreSQL

PostgreSQL is not just a relational, but an object-relational database. This gives it some advantages over other open source SQL databases, such as MySQL, MariaDB and Firebird.
PostgreSQL can handle a lot of data. Current published restrictions are listed below:

12. Road map

Maximum database size

Unlimited

Maximum table size

32 TB

Maximum row size

1.6 TB

Maximum field size

1 GB

Maximum number of rows in the table

Unlimited

Maximum number of columns in table

250-1600 depends on
type of column

Maximum number of indexes in a table

Unlimited

PostgreSQL strives to comply with the ANSI-SQL: 2008 standard, meets the requirements of
ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation and reliability) and is known for its referential and transactional integrity. Primary keys, limiting and cascading foreign keys, unique constraints, NOT
NULL constraints, check constraints, and other data integrity functions ensure that only valid
data will be stored.
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12.1.2 PostgreSQL

Postgres-XL is a great tool that allows you to combine several PostgreSQL clusters in such a
way that they work as one instance of the database. For a client that connects to the database,
there is no difference whether it works with a single PostgreSQL instance or with a Postgres-XL cluster. Postgres-XL offers 2 modes of spreading tables across a cluster: replication
and sharding. During replication, all nodes contain the same copy of the table, and when sharding data is evenly distributed among the cluster members.

12. Road map

Pgpool-II is a layer running between PostgreSQL servers and PostgreSQL database clients. It
provides the following features:

Compound combining
Pgpool-II saves connections to PostgreSQL servers and reuses them in case a new connection
is established with the same parameters (i.e. user name, database, protocol version). This
reduces the overhead of connections and increases the performance of the system as a
whole;
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12.1.2 PostgreSQL

Replication
Pgpool-II can manage multiple PostgreSQL servers. Isusing the data replication function allows you to create a backup of real-time data on 2 or
more physical disks, so the service can continue to work without stopping the servers in case
of a disk failure;

12. Road map

Load balancing
If the database is replicated, then the execution of a SELECT query on any of the servers will
return the same result, pgpool-II takes advantage of the replication feature to reduce the load
on each of the PostgreSQL servers by distributing SELECT queries to several servers, thereby
increasing the performance of the system as a whole. At best, performance increases in
proportion to the number of PostgreSQL servers. Load balancing works best when many users
perform many requests at the same time.

Limit unnecessary connections
There is a limit to the maximum number of simultaneous on PostgreSQL, above which new
connections are rejected. Setting the maximum number of connections, at the same time,
increases resource consumption and reduces system performance, pgpool-II also has a limit
on the maximum number of connections, but “extra” connections will be queued instead of
returning an error immediately.

Parallel requests
Using the function of parallel queries, you can spread data to multiple servers, so the query can
be executed on all servers simultaneously to reduce the overall execution time. Parallel queries
work best when searching in large amounts of data.
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12.2 MVP - platform to launch ICOs

Within the framework of the MVP the following work will be implemented and developed:

12. Road map

MVP (after 3 month after the ICO Pre Sale, before the ICO Round 1)
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12.3 Illuminates ecosystem release

The start of the release of the Illuminates ecosystem is scheduled for the 3rd quarter of 2019.

12.4 Illuminates Blockchain

12. Road map

Within the framework of our project, we will develop our own blockchain that will ensure security, integrity, and ease of use of all the services available in the ecosystem.
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13 Team
(16 people )
1 - Team Lead Architect
Design of the system based on the requirements of the client
Determination of the app’s architecture and its evolution
Selection of the technology for each part of the system
Selection of the methods of interaction between the components of the system
Creation of the working prototype

13. Team

Design of interfaces and components of the app
Selection or design of frameworks
Analysis and fixing of the performance problems
Architecture review of business requirements
Review of the code and app’s design in case of significant changes
Code refactoring
Writing and supporting of coding standards, design pattern and anti-pattern catalogs
Documentation of all architectural solutions, constant updates of documentation
Management of risks
Coordination of the architecture throughout the subsequent software life cycle
Training and consulting of programmers.
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13. Team

5

Junior Python Developer

Development of basic functionality under the guidance of experienced developers.

7

Middle Python Developer

13. Team

Development of the main functionality under the guidance of the architect.

4

Middle Frontend Developer

Development of systems interface.

3

Solidity Developer

Smart contracts development.

4

Manual QA

Testing of the system
Bug reporting
Quality assurance
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14

Legal disclaimer

This White Paper is intended to present the Illuminates platform and LUM token ecosystem to
potential users of the platform, investors and everyone who is interested in its development.
The information contained in this white paper is not intended to be exhaustive and the statements included are not intended to create a contractual relationship or any obligations.
This document is created only for information purposes and will be updated if and when there
is any new information. Despite the fact that the information in this document will be updated,
our main offer, tokens structure and distribution, as well as the use of funds will remain
unchanged.

14. Legal disclaimer

The only aim of this White Paper is to provide potential investors with preliminary information
about the issue of tokens so that they can make their decision related to the purchase of
tokens issued by Illuminates.
In this document there are separate provisions and conditions related to tokens mentioned
above that are necessary to be reviewed before making any transactions. A buyer who is going
to invest in the issue of tokens should not rely solely on the information provided in this document.
This document can not be considered as a solicitation for purchase or an offer to purchase
tokens in the jurisdictions where it is forbidden or to any person that has no legal right to
purchase tokens. Each violation of these limitations can constitute a breach of legislation of
such jurisdictions. Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of
any sort or a solicitation for purchase, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction.
This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws and regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect users, and does not depend on such
laws and regulations.
All statements, estimates and financial information related to the expectations of future activities and contained in this white paper constitute forward looking statements or information
and are described the way that the company expects it to be with no guarantees.
We cannot and will not guarantee that all above mentioned conditions will be fulfilled and shall
not be liable for this fulfillment. A reader, a potential buyer or a participant should make sure
that purchase of tokens is not forbidden in their jurisdiction on their own.
This document is written in English. It can be translated to other languages later. To the extent
that any translated versions of this document conflicts with this English version, this English
version shall prevail.
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